
WE create innovative 
software for industry LEADERS 



We are a software

development company that

aims to accelerate business

growth and helps clients to

take their businesses

forward, become more

profitable, efficient and more

agile.

WHO WE ARE



OUR VALUES

Cooperation Punctuality

We are passionate
about exploring

new ideas and
worlds

We believe in the
ethical values of

honesty,
transparency and

social responsibility
 

What we can say
is that we love
deadlines, we
never missed a

deadline and are
not planning to :)

Openness



SERVICES

We build mobile & web apps that people

love. We help to improve app quality and

performance.

MOBILE APPS

Measurement, collection, analysis, and

reporting of web data to understand

and optimize web usage, as well as

improve the user's experience.

WEB ANALYTICS

Being more than 10 years in software

development, we have established the

skill of foreseeing even potential issues

the customers don't have any idea about

CONSULTANCY

WEB DEVELOPMENT

QA

We create beautiful, fast and secure
web applications tailored exclusively
for your business goals.

Prevent mistakes and defects in
manufactured products and avoid
problems when delivering products or
services to customers.

UX/UI DESIGN
We create positive impact through
exceptional design that your users
will love.



TECHNOLOGIES



PARTNERS

RECOGNIZED BY



PORTFOLIO
E-Learning

CORE IS is a professional
club dedicated to the
improvement of dental
knowledge.

WE have created a dental
communication platform
where our club members and
followers will have the
opportunity to improve their
professional knowledge and
practice skills.

Technologies: PHP, Laravel,
MySQL, Vue.js

Web3 
Decentralization 

With companies across the
globe spending an
increasingly inordinate
amount of time and money
managing the delivery of
microtasks, Grand Time
offers a cost-effective Web3
solution.

With Grand Time, managing
microtasks has never been so
easy.

Technology: Node.js, Nest.js,
React.js, React Native,
PostgreSQL

iGaming

Zevs is a game which
features a progressive
jackpot, the holy grail
of online slot
gambling!

Technologies: Yii2,
Redis, Mysql,
Clickhouse, Vuejs, Vuex



AWARDS



UNLOCK EXCLUSIVE
SAVINGS: 
BOOK A CALL TODAY FOR
PREMIUM SERVICES AT
DISCOUNTED RATES!


